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Portfolio Overview
The following professional portfolio demonstrates the use of Geographic Information
Systems and associated fields such as remote sensing, computer programming, and spatial
statistics in order to explore environmental and human phenomena and the interactions between
humanity and the environment. The following projects transition from more narrowly focused
remote sensing or spatial statistics projects to those which combine a number of skills and
knowledge bases.
The first project in this collection looks at homicide rates for two 3 year periods in the
city of Chicago. Through a combination of hotspot analysis, geographically weighted regression,
and Bivariate LISA this projects explores the spatial nature of homicides in the city as well as
attempting to model possible explanatory variables such as poverty, education levels and income.
This project thus not only exhibits applications of various spatial statistics components but also
the use of multiple software types (ArcGIS, Crimestat, and Geoda) to conduct hybrid analysis of
vector data. This project demonstrated many trends in homicides; most notably that despite a
decreasing overall trend, the murder rate remained relatively high in concentrated hotspot areas
which had lower income, education, and employment levels.
The second project is part of a larger project which sought to use multiple remote sensing
methods to assess the impact of 2014 drought around Modesto, California. This was done by
using Landsat imagery to produce both index and classified imagery and conducting image
differencing between three years: 2001, 2003, and 2014. The project component seen here is an
analysis of image differencing of NDVI images. The results were categorized in thresholds of
standard deviations ranging from negative two to positive two standard deviations away from the
mean. This allowed the analysis to highlight areas of extreme loss of vegetation in terms of
confidence interval of probability. This project demonstrates use and understanding of basic
remote sensing concepts such data downloading, image correction, image enhancement through
index use and image comparison in time series to assess land cover change.
In addition to GIS and remote sensing skills projects, a project that demonstrates ability
to design and create a program in Python is included. The program created allowed for
automated generation of various state or province maps from a larger country shapefile. In
addition to map generation the program also allowed for the user to import symbology from
other files. While the example only created maps of U.S. states with roads, cities, and water it
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created a framework that could be modified for many different configurations in terms of
included features and unit of display (counties, districts, countries, etc.). This project overall
demonstrated the ability to use python and programming skills to create custom automations and
functions in order to more efficiently complete processes, especially those which must be
completed multiple times.
Following these projects based on comparatively narrow skillsets are projects which
combine skills and knowledge bases to look at more complex human-environment interactions
through a spatial lens. The first project of this section seeks to model the risk of a chain reaction
of volcanic eruption and limnic eruption (mass release of C02 and methane) around Lake Kivu in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Using flow and watershed modules this project modeled
lava flows and then modeled the possible subsequent limnic eruption from the lake using a
model that simulated gas dispersal based on wind speed. Following this we combined these
factors to generate a map showing safest areas to evacuate to in the event of said catastrophe.
This project demonstrate risk mapping and modeling as well as raster based analysis.
The subsequent project looks at the potential effects of mining in Cajamarca, Peru on the
surrounding landscape by looking at changes in vegetation indices and also examines areas of
high species biodiversity and their exposure to negative environmental externalities from mining.
Zonal statistics were used to look at how both biodiversity and SAVI changed in 500 meter
interval buffer polygons around identified mine sites. This project used remotely sensed and
ancillary vector data to look at human and environmental interaction. In addition to remote
sensing tools, this project also used zonal statistic tool sets.
The final project in this portfolio combines remote sensing, spatial analysis, and review
of literature and news sources to explore the impacts of conflict on agriculture in northern Iraq.
This project utilized remotely sensed images to compare SAVI images of northern Iraq and
looked at areas of clustered negative values for change between 2014 and 2015. This analysis
was combined with ancillary vector data contain information about territorial control, ethnic
groups, and internally displaced persons (IDPs). Finally a visual analysis was conducted in
conjunction with an examination of news sources in order to relate the loss of vegetation in areas
to displacement, especially of ethnic minorities, by the contemporary conflict against ISIS. This
project demonstrated use of remote sensing techniques in concert with broader research and
ancillary vector data and examined human environment interactions.
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Spatial Analysis of Homicide Rates in Chicago
for 2001-2003 and 2012-2014
By William Thoman, Zhuoyue Zhou
Throughout 2012 and 2013, the city of Chicago saw a spike in homicides, especially
gang-related homicides. This ran contrary to the trend of decreasing homicide numbers since the
1980s (Chicago Police Department 2011). A New York Times analysis piece discovered that
Chicago was a city divided by its murder rates and in terms of race and wealth (Davey 2013).
We decided to test the geographic and statistical veracity of this common account.
Building off of other works that looked at environmental factors of crime, our analysis
looked at unemployment, household income, education, and race. These independent variables
are used in many analyses of crime hotspots, as well as many spatial analyses of crime (Zhang
and Peterson 2007).The examination of socioeconomic variables was conducted by using blockgroup level 2012 American Community Survey for our period from 2012-2014 and year 2000
census block-group level data for our period from 2001-2003. Chicago crime data was
downloaded from the City of Chicago data portal. Points were used to calculate the block-group
level annual murder rate, in order to use spatial regression toolsets.
We conducted exploratory analysis using CrimeStat software to look at Nearest Neighbor
Hierarchical clustering hotspots. Following this, we ran the Getis-Ord Gi* Statistic to determine
the hot and cold spot clusters of homicide within Chicago. Next regression analysis was
conducted for the aforementioned variables beginning with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
Regression. For both time periods the Jarque-Bera statistic was significant, thus we decided to
conduct Geographically Weighted Regression. Finally Bivariate LISA was conducted in Geoda
to further analyze the spatial nature of our variables.
As can be seen in the following figures, crime in Chicago remains concentrated in the
south and west sides of the city, and the factors examined have more explanatory power (higher
model R squared value in those areas) in those areas as indicated in our GWR maps. There was
also High-High clustering of or independent and dependent variables on the south and west sides
of Chicago and Low-Low clustering in the north and east portions of the city. Our model was
limited to some degree in effectiveness due to the inability to account for factors such as gang
membership or gun ownership which are harder factors to map.
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Figure 1: Crime Stat Output for NNH clusters for 2001-2003

Figure 2: Crime Stat Output for NNH clusters for 2012-2014
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Figure 3: Getis Ord Gi* Hotsposts for 2001-2003
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Figure 4: Getis Ord Gi* Hotsposts for 2012-2014
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Figure 5: Results of OLS Analysis 2012-2014

Figure 6: Results of OLS Analysis 2001-2003
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Figure 7: Results of GWR Analysis 2012-2014
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Figure 8: GWR Output 2012-2014
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Figure 9: GWR Output 2001-2003
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Figure 10: Results of GWR Analysis 2001-2003
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Figure 11 Bivariate LISA MAP for 2001-2003

Figure 12 Bivariate LISA MAP for 2012-2014
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An Assessment of The 2013-14 Drought in Modesto, California
by Lei Rong, Nan Ding, William Thoman, and Jennifer Duong
The 2014 drought was one of California’s most severe droughts on record. Exacerbating
the already severe consequences of this drought is California’s status as one of our nation’s most
productive agricultural regions, making the ramifications of drought extend far beyond the state.
In order to assess the spatial nature of drought severity a multifaceted analysis was conducting
analysis of land cover change, change in vegetation index, and change in snow index for a
Landsat scene around Modesto, California using images from years 2001, 2003, and 2014.
To conduct analysis of the change in vegetation Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
images were generated (Figure 13). Following this image differencing was conducted for each of
time periods and the results in terms of z-scores were displayed below (Figure 14). To better
analyze the trends, thresholding was used to categorize the changes in NDVI by confidence
interval (Figures 15-17).
While there is a great deal of loss and net loss in 2014 compared to the 2001-2003 image
differencing images much of it can be explained by the fire damage from the Rim Fire, which
was the 953 square km in total. While there were other contributing human factors contributing
to the fire, it is highly likely that drought did play some role in its spread and duration. As can
be seen in the following figures, many areas of significant change (as determined by confidence
intervals) were concentrated in areas that were either damaged by a fire or had recovered after a
fire as can be determined by visual analysis.
Despite some limitations, the results of the project’s various processes yielded results that
were consistent with the extreme drought of recent years. We saw noticeable decreases in areas
of healthy vegetation and snowpack between our two earlier years and 2014 to a much greater
degree than the difference between 2001 and 2003. While there are many other factors that
would need be taken into consideration for a more full analysis of our observations, it appears
that there is a correlation between loss of vegetation indicated by vegetation indices and land
cover analysis between our earlier years and 2014. This is consistent with our overall knowledge
of the drought as well as our findings from the drought index which identified this area as having
severe drought.
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Figure 14: NDVI Images from 2001,2003, and 2014 from Landsat 5,7, and 8 respectively
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Figure 15: Image difference images for NDVI by Z-score
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Figure 16:2001-2003 NDVI Difference by Confidence Intervals
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Figure 17:2001-2014 NDVI Difference by Confidence Intervals
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Figure 16:2003-20014 NDVI Difference by Confidence Intervals
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Creating a Python Programming Script for Map Automation in GIS
By Jennifer Duoung, Garfield Barclay, and William Thoman
This project set out with the objective to create a program which automated map
generation for smaller administrative districts from a larger shapefile, in this case creating state
maps from a larger United States shapefile. In addition to generating these maps, the script is
designed to add other layers to the map, in our case roads, water bodies, and cities that our
program clipped from another shapefile. In order to keep consistent design in our maps we
created a function designed to import symbology of several layer files which were designed as
templates. In addition the display and layout of the resulting maps would depend on the
dimensions, as maps with width exceeding length would be displayed in landscape and those
where length exceeded width would be displayed in portrait format. Finally a pdf and mxd would
be exported with the corresponding state name.
The structure of our program can be divided into the following areas: creation of a
graphic user interface (GUI), functions designed to clip various features to the extent of states,
functions designed to apply symbology from templates, functions to design map layout based on
dimensions, and functions designed to export PDF and mxd files from the generated maps. The
logic of the program can be seen in the flowchart shown below (Figure 17). The script itself,
shown in entirety below, begins with a long series of function definitions and then proceeds to a
series of function calls to be activated depending on user input from the GUI. The modular
nature of the script allowed for easier debugging as errors could be identified within specific
functions rather than errors appearing throughout the script that would be more difficult to
isolate. Options were designed to generate a map for one selected state or all states depending on
user input. An example of an output map can be seen below (Figure 18).
While some limitations on the script did appear, overall the script completed the
objectives set out by the project. The script also serves as a potential template for many different
types of map generation with minor edits, and as it stands the script can be used to create maps of
any administrative sub districts such as counties, regions, or provinces. More different features
could easily be added as could different designs and layouts depending on the need of the user.
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##Script name: Automation of Map Creation
##Date: December 8, 2015
##Authors: Garfield Barclay, Jennifer Duong, and William Thoman
##Final Project for Comp Programming for GIS, Fall 2015
#__________________________________________________________________#
#Imports modules
import arcpy,sys,os
from arcpy import env
from arcpy import mapping
#____________________________Parameters for GUI__________________________#
#para input folder with all 4 shapefiles
infolder=r'D:\Comp_final\InputFolder'
#para boundary shapefile
fc=r'D:\Comp_final\InputFolder\us_states.shp'
#para statename
statename="Maine"
#Check box for all states
ischecked='true'
#__________________________Set_up_for_running_script_____________________#
#set workspace
arcpy.env.workspace=infolder
#allow overwrites
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True
#set up links to template mxd's
mxdLandscape = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument(infolder+r'\landscape.mxd')
mxdPortrait = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument(infolder+r'\portrait.mxd')
#Used to test extent of layer
mxdBlank=arcpy.mapping.MapDocument(infolder+r'\portrait.mxd')
#____________________________Function Definitions_______________________#
#creates layerfile from shapefile
def shapetolayer(incl,infold,statename):
print "Converting shapefile to Layer file"
obj=arcpy.Describe(incl)
title=obj.name[0:-4]
del obj
feat=arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(incl,str(statename)+"lyr_file")
del incl
layer_file=title+"temp.lyr"
del title
arcpy.SaveToLayerFile_management(feat, layer_file, "ABSOLUTE")
del feat
del layer_file
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#creates a layerfile for state boundaries
def cliptostate(infc,clipfc,infolder,outfold,namest):
print "Clipping to Boundary"
obj=arcpy.Describe(infc)
title=obj.name[0:-8]
clipdfile=outfold+"\\"+title+'_'+namest+r"_clip.lyr"
arcpy.Clip_analysis(infc,clipfc,clipdfile)
del title
del obj
#clips input shapefiles to state boundary, converts to layers and adds to
maps
def addclippedtomap(incl,mapdoc,data,outfold):
print "Adding features to map"
desc=arcpy.Describe(incl)
lyr_name=desc.name
#creates lake lyr
if "lake" in lyr_name:
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(incl,"Lakes")
lake_layerfile=outfold+'\\'+"Lake.lyr"
arcpy.SaveToLayerFile_management("Lakes", lake_layerfile,
"ABSOLUTE")
add_lake = arcpy.mapping.Layer(lake_layerfile)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(data,add_lake, "AUTO_ARRANGE")
#creates road layer
if "road" in lyr_name:
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(incl,"Roads")
road_layerfile=outfold+'\\'+"Road.lyr"
arcpy.SaveToLayerFile_management("Roads", road_layerfile,
"ABSOLUTE")
add_road = arcpy.mapping.Layer(road_layerfile)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(data,add_road, "AUTO_ARRANGE")
#creates city layer
if "cit"in lyr_name:
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(incl,"State Cities")
city_layerfile=outfold+'\\'+"City.lyr"
arcpy.SaveToLayerFile_management("State Cities", city_layerfile,
"ABSOLUTE")
add_city = arcpy.mapping.Layer(city_layerfile)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(data,add_city,"TOP")
#shows labels for city layer in mxd
def addlabels(mapdoc,layer_name):
layer = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mapdoc, layer_name)[0] #Indexing list
for 1st layer
if layer.supports("LABELCLASSES"):
for lblclass in layer.labelClasses:
lblclass.showClassLabels = True
layer.showLabels = True
#creates map and adds symbology
def createmap(mxd,infolder,outfolder,stlyr,stname,layout):
#defining layout for input into genlayers function
if layout=="landscape":
lay="landscape"
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if layout=="portrait":
lay="portrait"
#function call for creating layers, clipping layers and adding layers
to map
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxd, "Layers")[0]
inclasses=arcpy.ListFiles('*.shp')
print inclasses
for inclass in inclasses:
shapetolayer(inclass,outfolder,stname)
path=infolder
inlyrs=arcpy.ListFiles('*.lyr')
print inlyrs
clip=arcpy.mapping.Layer(stlyr)
arcpy.env.workspace=infolder
for inlyr in inlyrs:
cliptostate(path+'\\'+inlyr,clip,infolder,outfolder,statename)
arcpy.env.workspace= outfolder
clippedshps=arcpy.ListFiles('*clip.shp')
for clippedshp in clippedshps:
addclippedtomap(clippedshp,mxd,df,outfolder)
del path
del clip
print clippedshps
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxd, "Layers")[0]
#sets up list of template layerfiles
lyr1 = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd, "", df)[0]
lyr2 = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd, "", df)[1]
lyr3 = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd, "", df)[2]
lyr4 = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxd, "", df)[3]
refList = [infolder + "\\Symbology\\us_cities.lyr",
infolder + "\\Symbology\\us_roads.lyr",
infolder + "\\Symbology\\us_lakes.lyr",
infolder + "\\Symbology\\us_states.lyr"]
lyrList = [lyr1, lyr2, lyr3, lyr4]
print lyrList
#applies symbology to layers in our mxd
i = 0
while i < 4:
refpath=os.path.abspath(refList[i])
sourceLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(refpath)
arcpy.mapping.UpdateLayer(df, lyrList[i], sourceLayer, True)
i +=1
#function call for adding labels
addlabels(mxd,"State Cities")
df.zoomToSelectedFeatures() #zoom to selected features
arcpy.RefreshActiveView() #just added
#function call for genlayout which formats the layout for the map
genlayout(mxd,stname,outfolder,lay)
#cleanning out lists
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for inlyr in inlyrs:
if arcpy.Exists(inlyr):
fildes=arcpy.Describe(inlyr)
filnam=fildes.name
filtype=fildes.extension
if filtype != ".lock.":
arcpy.Delete_management(inlyr)
#function formats the layout items for the mxd and items
def genlayout(mxd,state,outfolder,lay):
print "Generating map layout"
##Adding title for MXD
# the Element Name of the Title MUST be "Map Title" in the source mxd
file
text = arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements(mxd,"TEXT_ELEMENT","Map
Title")[0]
text.text = "Map of "+ state #INSERT STATE NAME
text = arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements(mxd,"TEXT_ELEMENT","Map
Title")[0]
letter_Width = 11.0
if lay=="landscape":
text.elementPositionX = letter_Width/2 -float(text.elementWidth/2)
#sets up map element variables
northArrow = arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements(mxd,
"MAPSURROUND_ELEMENT", "North Arrow")[0]
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdLandscape,
northArrow.parentDataFrameName)[0]
ScaleBar = arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements (mxd,
"MAPSURROUND_ELEMENT", "") [0]
df2 = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdLandscape,
ScaleBar.parentDataFrameName)[0]
legend = arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements(mxd, "LEGEND_ELEMENT",
"Legend")[0]
df3 = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxd, legend.parentDataFrameName)[0]
#positions the map elements for a landscape map
if lay=="landscape":
northArrow.elementPositionX = df.elementPositionY +
(df.elementWidth/1.05)
northArrow.elementPositionY = df.elementPositionX +
(df.elementHeight/150)
ScaleBar.elementPositionX = df2.elementPositionY +
(df2.elementWidth/2.5)
ScaleBar.elementPositionY = df2.elementPositionX +
(df2.elementHeight/50)
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legend.elementPositionX = df3.elementPositionY +
(df3.elementWidth/18)
legend.elementPositionY = df3.elementPositionX +
(df3.elementHeight/50)
arcpy.RefreshActiveView()
arcpy.RefreshTOC()
#saves an mxd with the name of the state
mxd.saveACopy(state+"_landscape.mxd")
#exports map to pdf
arcpy.mapping.ExportToPDF(mxdLandscape, state+"_landscape.pdf")
del mxd
#positions the map elements for a portrait map
if lay=="portrait":
northArrow.elementPositionX = df.elementPositionY +
(df.elementWidth*0.66)
northArrow.elementPositionY = df.elementPositionX +
(df.elementHeight/25)
ScaleBar.elementPositionX = df2.elementPositionY +
(df2.elementWidth/4)
ScaleBar.elementPositionY = df2.elementPositionX +
(df2.elementHeight/50)
legend.elementPositionX = df3.elementPositionY +
(df3.elementWidth/18)
legend.elementPositionY = df3.elementPositionX +
(df3.elementHeight/30)
arcpy.RefreshActiveView()
arcpy.RefreshTOC()
#saves an mxd with the name of the state
mxdPortrait.saveACopy(outfolder+'\\'+state+r".mxd")
#exports map to pdf
arcpy.mapping.ExportToPDF(mxd,state+"_portrait.pdf" )
del mxd

#____________________________Function Calls___________________________#
#creates list of statenames
statelist=[]
rows=arcpy.SearchCursor(fc)
statelist=sorted(list(set(r.getValue('NAME') for r in rows)))
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#____________________________For All States___________________________#
#sets up a checkmark box to create maps of all states
if ischecked=='true':
for statename in statelist:
#create output folder for each state
outname=statename+"_folder"
if arcpy.Exists(infolder+"\\"+outname):
arcpy.Delete_management(infolder+"\\"+outname)
print "Creating Output Folder"
arcpy.CreateFolder_management (infolder,outname)
outfolder=infolder+'\\'+outname
#creares state boundary layer from selected states
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fc,"State Boundary for
"+str(statename),"\"NAME\" = '" + statename + "'")
state_layerfile=infolder+'\\'+statename+".lyr"
arcpy.SaveToLayerFile_management("State Boundary for
"+str(statename), state_layerfile,"ABSOLUTE")
layerpath=os.path.abspath(infolder+'\\'+statename+'.lyr')
#adds statelayer to blank mxd to find extent
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdBlank, "Layers")[0]
add_layer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(layerpath)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df,add_layer)
del add_layer
df.zoomToSelectedFeatures()
state_lyr = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxdBlank,"*", df)[0]
extent = state_lyr.getSelectedExtent()
#Generates a Landscape Map
if extent.width > extent.height:
print r"Extent width is "+str(extent.width)
print "Landscape Layout selected"
layout="landscape"
print "Adding boundary layer to map"
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdLandscape, "*")[0]
add_layer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(layerpath)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df,add_layer)
del add_layer
df.zoomToSelectedFeatures()
createmap(mxdLandscape,infolder,outfolder,state_layerfile,statename,layout
)
del state_layerfile
del layerpath
del mxdLandscape
mxdLandscape=arcpy.mapping.MapDocument(infolder+r'\landscape.mxd')
#Generates a Portrait Map
if extent.height > extent.width:
print r"Extent height is "+str(extent.height)
print "Portrait Layout selected"
layout="portrait"
print "Adding boundary layer to map"
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdPortrait, "*")[0]
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add_layer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(layerpath)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df,add_layer)
del layerpath
df.zoomToSelectedFeatures()
createmap(mxdPortrait,infolder,outfolder,state_layerfile,statename,layout)
del state_layerfile
del mxdPortrait
mxdPortrait=arcpy.mapping.MapDocument(infolder+r'\portrait.mxd')
arcpy.env.workspace=infolder
infilelist=arcpy.ListFiles()
for fil in infilelist:
if arcpy.Exists(fil):
fildes=arcpy.Describe(fil)
filnam=fildes.name
filtype=fildes.extension
if filtype != ".lock.":
if "temp" in filnam:
try:
arcpy.Delete_management(fil)
except:
pass
if filtype==".lyr":
arcpy.Delete_management(fil)
print "Map created for "+str(statename)
#____________________________For Selected State_________________________#
else:
#create output folder for each state
outname=statename+"_folder"
if arcpy.Exists(infolder+"\\"+outname):
arcpy.Delete_management(infolder+"\\"+outname)
print "Creating Output Folder"
arcpy.CreateFolder_management (infolder,outname)
outfolder=infolder+'\\'+outname
#creares state boundary layer from selected states
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(fc,"State Boundary for
"+str(statename),"\"NAME\" = '" + statename + "'")
state_layerfile=infolder+'\\'+statename+".lyr"
arcpy.SaveToLayerFile_management("State Boundary for "+str(statename),
state_layerfile,"ABSOLUTE")
layerpath=os.path.abspath(infolder+'\\'+statename+'.lyr')
#adds statelayer to blank mxd to find extent
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdBlank, "Layers")[0]
add_layer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(layerpath)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df,add_layer)
del add_layer
df.zoomToSelectedFeatures()
state_lyr = arcpy.mapping.ListLayers(mxdBlank,"*", df)[0]
extent = state_lyr.getSelectedExtent()
#Generates a Landscape Map
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if extent.width > extent.height:
print r"Extent width is "+str(extent.width)
print "Landscape Layout selected"
layout="landscape"
print "Adding boundary layer to map"
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdLandscape, "*")[0]
add_layer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(layerpath)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df,add_layer)
del add_layer
df.zoomToSelectedFeatures()
createmap(mxdLandscape,infolder,outfolder,state_layerfile,statename,layout
)
del state_layerfile
del layerpath
del mxdLandscape
mxdLandscape=arcpy.mapping.MapDocument(infolder+r'\landscape.mxd')
#Generates a Portrait Map
if extent.height > extent.width:
print r"Extent height is "+str(extent.height)
print "Portrait Layout selected"
layout="portrait"
print "Adding boundary layer to map"
df = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mxdPortrait, "*")[0]
add_layer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(layerpath)
arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(df,add_layer)
del layerpath
df.zoomToSelectedFeatures()
createmap(mxdPortrait,infolder,outfolder,state_layerfile,statename,layout)
del state_layerfile
del mxdPortrait
mxdPortrait=arcpy.mapping.MapDocument(infolder+r'\portrait.mxd')
arcpy.env.workspace=infolder
infilelist=arcpy.ListFiles()
#cleaning up temp files
for fil in infilelist:
if arcpy.Exists(fil):
fildes=arcpy.Describe(fil)
filnam=fildes.name
filtype=fildes.extension
if filtype != ".lock.":
if "temp" in filnam:
try:
arcpy.Delete_management(fil)
except:
pass
if filtype==".lyr":
arcpy.Delete_management(fil)
print "done"
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Figure 17: Project Flow Chart
Color Key:
Green = GUI User input for single states or SearchCursor for all maps to be outputted
light pink = if/else statements
blue = file inputs
red = processes
yellow = symbology
burnt orange = outputs
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Figure 18: Example of Map produced by using the above script
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Risk Modeling of Lava Flows and Subsequent Limnic Eruption near Lake
Kivu, East Africa
By Dan Auerbach and William Thoman
Lake Kivu is a large lake (2,700 km2) on the border between Rwanda and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. The area around the lake has been the site of much
geopolitical strife and many refugees live in the area, especially in the city of Goma, which lies
on the shores of Lake Kivu and is near an active volcano, Mt. Nyriagongo, which has destroyed
large areas of the city as recently as 2002. Outside of the threat of conflict and volcanic
eruptions, Goma faces a threat from the lake itself which sits above large pockets of methane and
carbon dioxide. If these gas pockets are disturbed it could unleash a limnic eruption of deadly
gases, the only precedents of which occurred in Cameron with much smaller lakes and less
population density. These limnic eruptions killed over 1700 people as the gases are both
colorless, odorless, and disperse quickly. This project set out to model the potentially devastating
chain reaction of a volcanic eruption leading to a limnic eruption in terms of its possible effects
on Goma.
Initially lava flows were modeled using currently existing lava vents and ASTER
elevation data. The extremely low viscosity of the lava produced by Nyriagongo allowed for the
use of flow accumulation and direction modeling, as unlike most lava, this lava behaved
similarly to water. Past fissures were identified by use of Google Earth and used as source points
for flow modeling (Figure 19). Next limnic eruptions were simulated by using tools designed to
model gas dispersal, with the points where our modeled lava flows entered the lake as sources,
and accounting for both wind directions blowing towards and away from the city of Goma at
5km/hr (Figures 20-21). Following the creation of these models the results were aggregated to
produce a map showing suitability of evacuation from the deadly chain reaction (Figure 22).
Due to the unpredictable nature of both volcanic eruptions (fissures could open
anywhere) and limnic eruptions (which could occur at any time), our model may be limited in its
effectiveness. However it did suggest that in event of an eruption, residents should
counterintuitively flee towards the higher ground of the volcano to avoid the deadly gases from
the lake. With further expansion of this model and increased data we could generate an even
more comprehensive risk model.
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Figure 19: Lava flow maps from different vents with buffers of potential damage
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Figure 20: Limnic eruption from both sources with Northeast wind direction
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Figure 21: Limnic eruption from both sources with Southwest wind direction
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Figure 22: Combined Evacuation Suitability map from volcanic and limnic eruptions
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The Effects on Amphibian and Reptilian Biodiversity, due to the Operation of the
Yanacocha Gold Mining Operation from 1991 to 2014
By William Thoman and Matt Zimmerman
Gold mining has been a part of Peru’s history since before arrival of Europeans, and the
mining trade has been revitalized in recent years as Peru sought to better its stagnating economy.
While economic benefits have been undeniable, so to have negative effects on the environment
and communities living near the mining areas. This project focused its investigation on the
environmental impacts of the Yanacocha gold mine, the fourth largest open pit gold mine in the
world located in the Cajamarca region of northern Peru. Rather than merely look at impact on
vegetation this project uses biodiversity measurements to assess biodiverse areas that are most at
risk in order to inform conservation efforts Being able to identify loss of habitats, biodiversity
and the drivers thereof in an area can lead to better protection and allocation of conservation
resources (Jarvis et al., 2010).
We began by looking at the land cover impacts of the mine’s construction using image
comparison of Landsat imagery from 1991, 2001, and 2014 and using the Soil Adjusted
Vegetation Index, or SAVI to compare changes between the years (Figure 24). We conducted
zonal statistics for 500 meter buffer regions to look how proximity to mines affected decrease in
vegetation and graphed the results for each buffer region in terms of z-score of standard
deviations away from the mean decrease (Figure 25). Following this IUCN polygons of reptile
and amphibian species were used to generate maps of alpha biodiversity (Figure 26) which were
analyzed by conducting zonal statistics for each of the buffer polygons in terms of biodiversity
(Figure 27).
For the time period of 1991 to 2014 the significant losses in vegetation are located in
some of the active mine areas that are identified, especially at and around the Yanacocha mine
and around the city of Cajamarca. Biodiversity analysis was less conclusive as the polygons were
coarser although there are some clear areas of high biodiversity threatened by mining impacts.
With additional data more comprehensive analysis could be conducted. While mining is unlikely
to stop assessments of its impacts on the environment, especially spatial ones could better inform
stewardship policies generated by the government and mining companies.
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Figure 23: Map of Study area of Cajamarca, Peru
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Figure 24: SAVI image difference images for our three Landsat images
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Figure 25:SAVI mean image difference by buffer zone
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Figure 26: Alpha biodiversity maps for amphibians and reptile in study area
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Figure 27: Species richness by buffer zone
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Use of Landsat Data to Monitor Change in Landcover and SAVI values to
Examine Effects of Conflict in Iraqi Kurdistan
By William Thoman
The conflict in Syria and Iraq is a multifaceted and complex conflict that has killed
hundreds of thousands, displaced millions, and leveled entire cities. Often with such conflicts,
gaining intelligence on the amount of devastation is difficult from ground data and as such,
remote sensing has proven itself a crucial tool in assessing damage from both human and natural
disasters. Much of this data is focused on building damage assessments using high resolution
SPOT and Digital Globe data, assessments of landscape level effects are less common. This
project examines the landscape using comparison of Landsat imagery, using SAVI to focus on
areas of lost vegetation which likely indicate lost farmland due to displacement and conflict.
After correction of Landsat 8 bands from 2014 and 2015 images, false color composites
were generated (Figure 28) and Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index images were generated (Figure
29). Following this point data on towns controlled by ISIS and Kurdish forces was added as was
point data on Internally Displaced Person (IDP) camps. Finally ethnic data from the Iraq census
was added showing what areas were inhabited by Kurds and Sunnis (Figure 30). Image
differencing was then conducted for our SAVI images and visual analysis was conducted based
on standardized SAVI difference based on z scores (Figure 31).Census data was overlaid with
these maps, with focus on areas that were identified as having mixed Sunni and Kurdish
populations as this would likely be on the front lines of the conflict between the mostly Sunni
Arab ISIS terror group and Kurdish Peshmerga forces (Figure 32).
The results clearly show 3 clusters of strong decrease in SAVI in areas that were
identified as mixed Sunni and Kurdish and were close to towns controlled by ISIS (Figure 33). In
addition, by use of news media sources it is clear that some of these points are near towns where
mass displacement occurred, most notably near the town of Sinjar where the Yazidi religious
minority lived before being killed and displaced by ISIS. Noting an upward trend in SAVI due in
part to seasonal differences, these areas of decrease in SAVI are notable aberrations. While there
are some data limitations due to the conflict in the region, Landsat data is shown to be able to
detect broader landscape changes caused by conflict, as long as context is understood.
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Figure 28: False Color Composites for 2014 and 2015 using Landsat 8 bands 3,4, and 5
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Figure 29: SAVI Images for 2014 and 2015
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Figure 30: Map showing areas inhabited by Kurds and Sunni Arabs
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Figure 31: SAVI image difference by standard deviations
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Figure 32: SAVI image difference image with mixed ethnic areas
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Figure 33: Map of SAVI Image difference with clusters of high negative values circled
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